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Sisters Debating the Jesuits: The Role
of African Women in Defeating
Portuguese Proto-Colonialism in
Seventeenth-Century Abyssinia

WENDY LAURA BELCHER, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Many assume that African women did not play an intellectual or political role
before the modern period. Taking advantage of rare sources in Portuguese, Latin,
and Gəʿəz, this article analyzes European and African texts written in the 1600s
about Ethiopian royal women who led their people in resisting Portuguese
proto-colonialism. The texts display quite different perspectives on the women,
but they agree that women participated in defeating this European incursion.
Comparing the two traditions reveals that the negative Portuguese representations
of these Ethiopian royal women were not just the result of misogyny, but were a
vanquished foe’s bitter depiction of a victorious enemy. Indeed, these early
modern African women must be acknowledged as some of the earliest pioneers
against European incursions in Africa. This article focuses on the extraordinary,
larger-than-life stories of six such women.

Scholars of early modern African women write against an absence. This
absence is not that of the women themselves, but the absence of readers’
Northeast African Studies, Vol. 13, No. 1, 2013, pp. 121–166. ISSN 0740-9133.
© 2013 Michigan State University Board of Trustees. All rights reserved.
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knowledge about Africa, which creates assumptions about the absence of
intellectually or politically active African women before the modern period.
Yet, evidence from multiple sources in multiple languages demonstrates
that early modern African women were present in the histories of their
nations, not absent as the modern public tends to assume.1 Taking advan-
tage of rare sources in Portuguese, Latin, and Gəʿəz,2 this article addresses
this absence by analyzing European and African texts written in the 1600s
about Ethiopian women who led their people in resisting early Portuguese
proto-colonialism.3 The texts from this period display quite different per-
spectives on some of the Ethiopian royal women—the Portuguese texts
negatively portray them as “diabólica” (diabolical women), while the
Ethiopian texts positively portrayed them as “qəddusat” (female saints)—
but the texts agree that these African women participated in defeating this
European incursion.4 Comparing the two traditions reveals that the nega-
tive Portuguese representations of these Ethiopian royal women were not
just the result of misogyny, but were a vanquished foe’s bitter depiction of
a victorious enemy. Indeed, these early modern African women must be
acknowledged as some of the earliest pioneers against European incursions
in Africa. These women’s model of nonviolent resistance, which was con-
current with wide-spread Ethiopian violent resistance to conversion, should
become better known in the modern period and would well serve as an
example for twenty-first-century Ethiopians interested in speaking truth to
power. In this article, I focus on the extraordinary, larger-than-life stories of
six such women.

Other Explanations of the Defeat

The seventeenth-century encounter between the Portuguese and the high-
land Ethiopians often called the Habesha is a fascinating and understudied
moment in the history of colonial encounter.5 In 1541, the Habesha
Emperor Ləbnä Dəngəl sent ambassadors to Europe to ask for help in
defending the Habesha against the Islamic conquest of Aḥmad b. Ibrāhīm
al-Ġāzī (“Grañ”). The Portuguese successfully turned back the incursion,
but some did not leave afterward. Then, missionaries from the new Roman
Catholic order of the Jesuits, founded just 20 years earlier, arrived in
Ethiopia in 1557 to endeavor to convert the Habesha from their ancient
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form of Christianity to Roman Catholicism.6 (The Habesha kingdom had
become Christian in the fourth century.) After 50 years of failure, the
Portuguese sent a new group of Jesuits to Ethiopia in 1603. This cohort
included a Spanish priest named Pedro Páez, whose diplomacy and sympa-
thy for many of the tenets of the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwaḥədo Church
enabled him privately to convert the emperor’s powerful brother ras Śəʿəlä
Krəstos and then Emperor Susənyos in 1612. Susənyos was the natural son
of the previous king and had grown up among another ethnic group, the
Oromo, life experiences that may have made him more open to a foreign
faith.7 Certainly, he converted with an eye toward controlling the powerful
Ethiopian Orthodox Täwaḥədo Church and gaining European military
assistance.8 Many of the male members of the royal court and high-ranking
priests followed him in converting.
However, many of the women of the court—those related by blood to

the emperor as well as wives of leading officials—and ordinary people did
not.9 They rightly suspected that, despite promises to the contrary, they
would soon be asked to abandon their most cherished rituals to embrace the
Jesuitical version of Christianity. Unlike the high-ranking men, women and
peasants were more involved in the distinctive beliefs and practices of the
Habesha church—which touched every part of their daily lives. A few of the
practices that the Jesuits later decried included the Habesha refusal to eat pork
or rabbit (as proscribed in the Old Testament) and their veneration of painted
rather than sculpted icons. The people were horrified at the prospect of
eating disgusting foods and losing their adored images of favorite saints.
And, to the Habesha mind, the Portuguese priests were clearly barbarians,
thinking nothing, for instance, of spitting in church.10 Many Habesha
refused to follow the emperor in converting to Roman Catholicism—which
they called the “filthy faith of the foreigners.”11
During the early modern period, Habesha royal women, called wäyzäro

(lady), were very powerful politically—acting independently of kings,
ruling for young kings, owning vast lands, and being undeposable while
alive.12 For instance, Queen Ǝleni indirectly ruled the country for so long
that when she died, people mourned her as both “father and mother of
all.”13 In the eighteenth century, the powerful Queen Məntəwwab ruled as
regent for her husband, her son, and her grandson.14 Part of the reason that
Habesha royal women were so powerful was that strict exogamous cultural
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laws meant that royal women married outside the royal family; that is, they
married men who were beneath them socially:

The wäyzäro are not submissive to anyone, not even to their husbands.
Given that they do not marry and cannot marry menwho are noble like
them, only to those who are not, no matter how honored the men may
be, their wives will always become their masters. And behind closed
doors the men are treated as servants (my translation).15

This asymmetrical power relationship probably contributed to royal women’s
strong sense of their own value and rights. Their literacy, unusual for any
seventeenth-century person, would also have contributed to this confi-
dence. Indeed, the Habesha emperor expressed surprise that the royal
women were not more interested in the foreign faith, given their literacy,
saying “he was amazed, that they, rising from such a noble lineage, gifted
with clear minds and versed in books to such a degree, would endure
themselves being inflicted upon by monks from the countryside and from
the woods” (my translation).16
After violently repressing the anti-Catholic uprising of 1617 and 1618,

Susənyos forced thematter by officially converting to Roman Catholicism in
1622 and inviting more Portuguese Jesuits into the country. Then a fateful
event occurred: Páez died. His successor, Afonso Mendes, was more aggres-
sive, and the fears of the people were realized.17 In 1626, Mendes had the
emperor issue an edict condemning many cherished Ethiopian Orthodox
Täwaḥədo religious practices. For instance, the Habesha baptize sons on the
40th day after their birth and daughters on the 80th day. Given infant
mortality rates, many children died without baptism. Since the Habesha
believed that any child of a Christian parent was saved, this was not a
problem. But the Jesuits insisted that all such children were in hell.18 The
emperor immediately began to face wholesale insurrection, with many
taking up their weapons. In the countryside, priests engaged the armed
Portuguese military with nothing more than their sacred tabots on their
heads.19 In his own immediate household, none of the women converted.
His mother rebuked him,20 his senior wife left him,21 his beloved niece gave
land to shelter anti-Catholic resistors,22 and two of his daughters partici-
pated in anti-Catholic rebellions against him (as I will show).23 Finally,
perhaps dismayed at having to kill so many of his own people and disheart-
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ened by his domestic desertions,24 Susənyos abandoned the effort to convert
the country by force, rescinded his conversion in 1632, and three months
later died.25 His son Fasilädäs came to power and eradicated Roman
Catholicism. By 1636, he was executing priests who had converted to
Roman Catholicism.26 By 1653, not a single Jesuit was left in Ethiopia,
having all been banished or lynched.27
Oddly, few scholars have commented on this annihilation of a Euro-

pean proto-colonial effort, its absolute failure. And colonial effort it was.
Although the Portuguese Jesuits did not engage in international trade, own
private property in Ethiopia, or extract tribute, they traveled in and out of
the country with soldiers, established a settlement, and lived in Ethiopia for
almost a century. They were there due to Portuguese geopolitical interests
in curtailing the Ottoman Empire, demanded that the Habesha emperor
submit himself to the European authority of the Pope, and used superior
military equipment to aid the emperor in forcing thousands to embrace a
European system of very different beliefs and rituals from 1622 to 1632.
Regarding military support for the Jesuits, perhaps Jerónimo Lobo,

writing in 1639, had the most to say.28 For instance, in 1624, the Jesuit
patriarch, or leader of the Ethiopia mission, sailed from Portuguese for-
tresses in India on Portuguese warships with Portuguese soldiers; at first
with Antonio de Souza de Carvalho, Captain Major of the Gulf of Cambay,
in a fleet of at least 50 Portuguese ships.29 Then, another captain agreed to
take the patriarch to the African shore if the captain was given permission
to outfit three ships “well-supplied with soldiers” in order “to engage in
privateering in the mouth of the Red Sea . . . so that they could in this way
help the Patriarch in his predicament, do service to God and to His Majesty,
and . . . [collect] booty.”30 At least one of these soldiers stayed with Jesuits
in Ethiopia “and served as chief of what little artillery we had, which,
however, was considerable for that land, according to his profession.”31 One
of their first acts on disembarking in Ethiopia in the land of the Oromo was
using “three or four matchlocks . . . well charged with two balls” to fire
upon “the savages.”32 As Lobo says on another occasion when they took up
arms, “although in religious orders, we did not consider ourselves exempt
from defending ourselves . . . [and] we manned at various stations with
muskets.”33 Lobo mentions aiming or firing muskets in the Ethiopian
highlands 26 times and matchlocks on 17 occasions. The Jesuits also
accepted military protection in the country.34
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Accounts by the other Jesuits also suggest that the Jesuits had military
support. Páez repeatedly mentions the “Portuguese captain” who travelled
with him, protecting him from various threats, and accompanying him to
visit the court.35 A Habesha lord complained to Páez that the Portuguese
had killed the best of his men in battle.36 Then, when Susənyos abdicated,
the Portuguese begged their emperor and the Pope to send them more
troops so that they could effect submission by force.37 One of the Jesuits
wrote that “the Portuguese could easily become masters” of the Habesha.38
Another urged the Portuguese to build garrisons and forts at Massawa in
order to “make ourselves masters of” and “enjoy all the trade of those
countries.”39 Still another writes that many Habesha warned their emperor
against the Jesuits, insisting that they were building “not churches, but
fortresses.”40 Such statements suggest that both the Jesuits and the Habesha
saw imperial expansion as a motive for the Jesuits’ presence in the Ethio-
pian highlands. After a decade of bloody conflict, however, the Portuguese
were routed, and Europeans did not attempt to colonize Ethiopia for the
next 200 years. Europeans never successfully colonized most of the nation.
Two explanations have been offered for the Habesha defeat of the

Portuguese in the 1600s. European scholars tend to say that the Portuguese
were culturally insensitive and enraged the populace.41 Habesha scholars
tend to say that rebellions among the Habesha military ranks turned the
tide. Both of these explanations are accurate. But, I argue that the defeat
must be attributed in part to a group many assume had no power: women.
Comparing the Portuguese and Habesha sources from the seventeenth
century strongly suggests that Habesha royal women were partly, and
perhaps largely, responsible for evicting the Portuguese and Roman Cathol-
icism from Ethiopia. Comparing the primary sources from two earlier
traditions enables us to recover the role of African women in resisting
European colonial efforts and shaping their nation’s history.

Seventeenth-Century Portuguese Accounts about Habesha
Royal Women

In the seventeenth century, about a dozen now relatively unknown texts
were written about the encounter in the first half of the century between the
Portuguese and the Habesha.Writing from the European perspective, five of
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the Portuguese Jesuits who lived in Ethiopia in the early 1600s—Manoel de
Almeida, Manoel Barradas, Jerónimo Lobo, Afonso Mendes, and Pedro
Páez—wrote accounts of their experiences in Ethiopia.42 Perhaps because of
the mission’s failure, none of the Portuguese Jesuits’ accounts were pub-
lished in full in Portuguese until the twentieth century.43 Only some of these
texts have appeared in English.44 Some of the Jesuits also wrote letters and
reports that have been preserved.45 Writing from the African perspective,
various Habesha scholars also wrote several texts about the encounter,
including the Tarikä nägäśt (History of the Kings, or Royal Chronicles) that
details the lives of the three Habesha emperors who ruled during this
period, and some hagiographies that record the lives of Habesha saints.46
None of these texts are currently available in English.47 There is also the
eyewitness account of the Roman Catholic Habesha monk abba Gorgo-
ryos, who reported what he saw to the German scholar Hiob Ludolf.
Women appear rarely in the Portuguese accounts, but when they do,

they are almost always resisting conversion to Roman Catholicism. Lobo
and Mendes claim outright that the royal women surrounding the Habesha
emperor—in particular his senior wife, eldest daughter, a daughter-in-law,
and a niece—are the reason for the failure of Roman Catholicism in
Abyssinia.48 The twentieth-century Portuguese editor of Lobo’s text, Father
M. Goncalves Da Costa, was the first scholar to point out, in 1971, that the
Habesha royal women seemed to play a particularly important role in the
Portuguese accounts.49 Only two other scholars have addressed the repre-
sentations of Habeshawomen in these accounts: Gérard Geist, in a brief note
on the topic,50 and Leonardo Cohen, in a section calling for more research
on how “women of royal extraction were behind the anti-Catholic strug-
gle.”51 For the first time, this article brings together the Portuguese, Latin,
and Gəʿəz sources on this topic, although, for reasons of space, it is not
possible to treat all the available sources.52
Based on his reading of the sources, Da Costa states that all of the royal

women resisted conversion “and symptomatic and strange was that not
even one accompanied her husband in the acceptance of the faith of Rome,
even dramatically attacking it publicly” (my translation).53 Da Costa spec-
ulates that they resist, and the nation is saved, because as women they were
sexually free:

Much thornier was the opposition of the ladies of high society who
were protecting this recusant clergy; the wäyzäro influence would
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contribute much to the final failure of Catholicism in the land of
Prester John. The moral rigidity of the new religion could not suit
women who were enjoying complete social and moral emancipation
(my translation).54

In expressing this view, Da Costa is formalizing the complaints of the
Portuguese. For instance, Barradas complained that these women openly
dallied with men who were not their husbands, and yet were so powerful
that their husbands could not reprimand them.55 Almeida said that “these
daughters and granddaughters of the emperor and descendants of the royal
house lived in absolute freedom, taking and leaving husbands at will,
without fear of God.”56 Whatever the women’s reasons for resisting—
whether to maintain their social status, sexual license, or religious free-
dom—the women’s freedom is emphasized in all the Portuguese texts.
Certainly, that early European colonialism may have been defeated due to
African women’s dedication to their own pleasure is an idea with some
appeal. The Habesha texts suggest, however, that it is the women’s dedica-
tion to their faith that spurs their efforts to resist the Europeans.
The Portuguese’s fear and hatred of these independent African women

led them to depict them vividly. Let us look more closely at the Portuguese
texts’ perspective on six individual royal Habesha women, five who resisted
the Portuguese, and one who appears to have supported them.

Adära Maryam, the Emperor’s Daughter-in-Law
One of the women who appears frequently in the Portuguese texts is Adära
Maryam, the sister of the emperor’s son-in-law Täklä Giyorgis.57 Täklä
Giyorgis is a fascinating figure in his own right—a member of the royal
court who converted to Roman Catholicism, but then returned to the
Ethiopian Orthodox Täwaḥədo Church and led a failed rebellion against
Susənyos in 1628. Apparently, Adära Maryam was “extremely active in the
rebellion and uprising” and had “furiously and contemptuously acted
against the Roman Religion.”58 Her role in leading the bloody rebellion was
so significant that she was executed.59 Fifteen days after her brother was
hanged for treason, she was hanged from the same tree.60 Although the
emperor claimed to be justified in this action of executing a woman, it seems
that history did not support his judgment, as she and her execution are
omitted from his chronicle.61
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Adära Maryam was involved in armed resistance, but she inspired
nonviolent resistance. When the emperor condemned her to death, all of the
royal women turned out in force to protest this barbarous act of executing
a woman. Gorgoryos, Mendes, and Almeida reported at length on the
women’s protests. According to Gorgoryos, all begged the emperor to spare
Adära Maryam’s life and to remonstrate against being forced to watch her
execution:

Nor could all the Intercessions of the Queen, nor of all the Noble Ladies
prevail, tho they pleaded hard the disgrace done to their Sex, and that
it was never before known in Ethiopia, that a Noblewoman was Hang’d:
especially being call’d by the King to behold so sad and infamous a
Spectacle.62

That the emperor commanded the royal women to view the execution
suggests that Susənyos was especially concerned about royal women’s
allegiance to orthodoxy. According to Mendes, the emperor responded to
their protest with chilling words and a curt fable:

There was an old person who, whenever she heard that some child had
died, responded indifferently: “children are soft and delicate and the
slightest breath could knock them down, so it is no wonder if the child
has died.” When she was told that a youth had been carried off in his
prime, she responded: “youths are bold and rash, perhaps this one
brought on his own death.” If, however, she heard that an old person
had crossed over to Libytina, she struck her head with her hands,
covered her hair, and scraped her cheeks with her nails, saying: “alas
world, alas children, alas adolescents. All is lost: for mind, intelligence,
and good counsel belong only to the old.” Just so, you have heard that
the companions of Tecla Gueorgu are dead, and you have seen him
hung, and you have remained silent; now, when it is a matter of the
hanging of a woman, you murmur and shout and make a commotion.
Know, therefore, that the thong that bound the feet of the Abbot Jacob
is enough for that little pig ([he] spoke of her that way on account of
her uncouth obesity) and for those like her who ought to be hung.63

AdäraMaryam never speaks or writes in the texts, andMendes condemns
her as “a diabolical woman who was never going to receive our holy faith”
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(my translation).64 In a crude reference to her hanging, Almeida crows that
she caught a sore throat for using it so much to blaspheme the true faith.65
Yet, the stark image of this brother and sister partnered in resistance and
death indicates her equivalency as a revolutionary force. She did her utmost
to resist conversion, and her martyrdommay have had an electrifying effect
on the other women of the court, including the emperor’s daughter.

Wängelawit, the Emperor’s Eldest Daughter
The second royal woman important in the Portuguese texts is Adära
Maryam’s sister-in-law and Täklä Giyorgis’s wife, a woman named Wänge-
lawit (Evangeline in English) who happened to be the emperor’s eldest
daughter (a position of particular power).66 She is discussed by Barradas,
Almeida, Lobo, and Mendes.67 Mendes devotes over a dozen pages to her,
stating emphatically that Wängelawit is the “principal figure in this trag-
edy”; that is, the tragedy of the Jesuits’ failure in Ethiopia.68 Almeida’s
antipathy was such that he suggests her name should really have been
“Satanawit.”69 He calls her “the most hellish fury that Ethiopia spawned.”70
The Portuguese attribute this failure to her for that most ancient of reasons
and most common patriarchal accusation against women: sexual infidelity.
Because she cuckolded her husband, the Jesuits failed. But one must read
between the lines of the various texts and compare their accounts with the
Habesha texts to arrive at a better history. Who was Wängelawit and what
did she really do?
The Portuguese claim to have heard a number of intriguing things about

Wängelawit. One detail is that Täklä Giyorgis had been married to her
sister, another daughter of the emperor, but when the sister died, Täklä
Giyorgis married Wängelawit, a practice common among the Habesha. This
is why Lobo describes the emperor as “twice his father-in-law.”71 Another
detail is that Wängelawit had herself been married before; Täklä Giyorgis
was her fourth husband.72 In fact, she had been given a special dispensation
to divorce her third husband and marry Täklä Giyorgis on the false grounds
of the third husband’s impotence.73 Clearly, Wängelawit was a woman who
led her life as she saw fit.
This fourthmarriage did not go smoothly. After Täklä Giyorgis converted

to Roman Catholicism, the emperor rewarded him with a significant post,
the viceroy of one of Ethiopia’s leading provinces, Təgray. Wängelawit
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refused to accompany him to his post, however, preferring to stay at court.
The Portuguese insist that this was because she was “accustomed to the
freedom of the town” (my translation).74 After a trip, Täklä Giyorgis
returned to court to hear “such bad news concerning the behavior of his
wife, the Emperor’s eldest daughter, that he was on extremely bad terms
with her.”75 Mendes reports that Wängelawit was a great favorite of a
brother-in-law whose wife had recently died.76 This brother-in-law was the
cause of Täklä Giyorgis’s jealousy—unsurprising, since Täklä Giyorgis had
himself been her admiring brother-in-lawwhile she was married to another.
Lobo goes on to say that there is little that Täklä Giyorgis could do about her
alleged infidelity, however, since it was considered normal behavior for the
royal women:

The Emperor . . . would not permit her offence to be judged . . . things
have become so scandalous that themore illustrious the women are the
less attention is paid to their licentiousness; and, if they are ladies of
royal blood, called ousoros, meaning princesses, the husband has no
right at all to take legal action against them nor can they say to them,
“You have behaved well or badly,” but must endure everything in a
good spirit. . . . Because our Viceroy publicly took much greater
offence at the wrong done him than is usual in that land, seeing that he
could not punish his wife as she deserved, he let himself sink so deeply
into resentment and melancholy that he decided to make an excessive
show of it, for which purpose, returning to his viceroyalty, he formed
a plan to put into effect an unusual rebellion which he had worked out
beforehand with the best and most powerful people of the kingdom of
Tigre against the Emperor, who was twice his father-in-law and had
invested him with great powers and responsibilities.77

In other words, Wängelawit is identified in the Portuguese texts as the
engine of the failure of Roman Catholicism because she was unfaithful to
Täklä Giyorgis, and he decided to punish the emperor and the Portuguese
for her betrayal.78 The depth of Portuguese animosity for Wängelawit
discloses that she was influential, a potent enemy.
Everything about this Portuguese report suggests that it was based on

court gossip. The lack of direct speech combined with salacious details
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about cuckoldry and sexual license are common markers of gossip. The
Portuguese even disparage Wängelawit’s son, abeto P�awlos, with the coded
Latin phrase “imverbis et sine verecundia” (beardless and without shame),
meant to suggest that he was a man who had sex with men.79 Perhaps the
Portuguese are repeating Habesha gossip about her, perhaps the Portuguese
have invented the tales. The Habesha chronicles do confirm that Wänge-
lawit existed80 and that Täklä Giyorgis was her fourth husband. They also
confirm that Täklä Giyorgis rebelled against the emperor and was executed
for it:

Then the soldiers brought Täklä Giyorgis inside to the emperor’s
chamber, and the officials and servants of the king accused him. They
reminded him what good things the emperor had done for him. First
Susənyos gave Täklä Giyorgis his daughter Gälilawit, who was young
and beautiful of face. When she died, as God willed, Susənyos again
gave Täklä Giyorgis his daughter Wängelawit, who was sweet in her
words and virtuous in her deeds, who is praised in all the churches
because of her many kind works (my translation).81

There are three telling details that the Portuguese include that contradict
their interpretation of her motivations and behavior, however. One, Wän-
gelawit reappears in Lobo’s text begging the emperor, her father, to spare
her husband’s life.82 That is, once Täklä Giyorgis returned to Habesha
orthodoxy, she returned to him. This suggests thatWängelawit’s fidelity had
more to do with religious faithfulness than sexual faithfulness. That is, like
her mother, she did not approve of her husband’s Roman Catholicism.
Perhaps Wängelawit refused to be faithful to a religiously faithless husband
and then returned to faithfulness once he did. Two, Lobo’s text makes clear
that Täklä Giyorgis’s plan to revolt had already been worked out before he
learned of his wife’s supposed infidelity. Three, Wängelawit seems to have
regularly worked against Roman Catholicism, not serving merely as a spur
to her jealous husband. For instance, one of the Jesuits says that the
emperor was in conflict with Wängelawit because he knew that she was
keeping the Saturday Sabbath on her lands, which was banned by the
Roman Catholics.83 The Jesuits also report that she rebuked her father, the
emperor, for his Roman Catholic edicts, and when her brother succeeded
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her father, she was active in driving Roman Catholicism out of the coun-
try.84 Almeida says outright that she “always sought the destruction of the
[Roman Catholic] faith.”85 That is, Wängelawit was against Roman Cathol-
icism, kept to orthodoxy, and was aligned with her husband in opposing the
emperor on this issue. We cannot know the “truth” of their marriage or who
the “real”Wängelawit was. But we know that the Portuguese describe her as
the reason for her husband’s rebellion and, thus, the cause of the Jesuit’s
failure.
Whatever has been elided about Wängelawit, in this account the con-

demnatory Lobo preserves important information about women: that noble
womenwere above the law, that they did exactly as they liked, and that men
(whether fathers or husbands) could do nothing to prevent them from doing
so. Whether the Portuguese gossip is correct (and Täklä Giyorgis revolted to
punish his wife and his father-in-law) or incorrect (Täklä Giyorgis revolted
to regain his orthodox wife), Wängelawit is pivotal in the text and in the
revolution.

The Emperor’s Niece
The third royal woman in the Portuguese texts is the emperor’s niece
and the wife of Mäzra`əta Krəstos, the governor of the district of Šire, which
was in the region of Təgray.86 She is a discursively resistant figure in the
texts of Thomas Barneto and Jerome Lobo, a synecdoche for the entire
Portuguese experience with royal women in Ethiopia. While remaining
nameless in their texts, she takes up more space than perhaps any other
woman, with the Portuguese describing her as the greatest heretic in the
land.87 They also describe her as “letrada” (lettered), an uncommon accom-
plishment for an early modern woman in either Africa or Europe, although
typical of royal Habesha women of this period.88 Perhaps this was why she
debated so much with the Portuguese. While Lobo wrote, years later, that
they were never successful in converting this woman, Barneto states in 1627
that they were.89 Is it likely that Lobo forgot such a tremendous success, the
conversion of their worst enemy? It seems more likely that they interpreted
the encounter differently, as suggested by what Barneto himself recounts of
the rhetorical indirection she used to avoid conversion. Let us turn to Lobo’s
account first, especially since his text is so often ignored in the scholarship,
probably because it did not appear in the Beccari series.
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In Lobo, the Jesuits met her husband when he asked them for Roman
Catholic missionaries.90 Unfortunately for the Portuguese, the emperor’s
niece was set against them: “a confirmed heretic, so blind and obstinate in
her errors that she was unwilling to listen to any discussion of the Catholic
faith or any true information concerning her heresies.”91 Although “the
greater part of our labours were expended with the emperor’s niece,” she
heard their preaching with “ill will and worse predisposition.”92 In a
brilliant rhetorical move, she horrified the locals by telling them that the
Jesuits had mixed the blood of unclean animals (camels, dogs, and hares)
into the bread of the Eucharist host, polluting the sacred ritual.93 This
constituted a dire problem for the Portuguese, because the local women in
the entire region refused to convert on the grounds that the emperor’s niece
had not converted.94 Soon the entire region was “infected with the same
prejudices as she” and “they fled from us whenever we approach’d.”95
Whole towns would go into mourning upon the Portuguese drawing near.96
Given her tremendous influence, the Portuguese decided to begin their

mission with her and made repeated attempts to persuade her to change her
mind.97 At first they hoped that she would “yield” to her husband and
convert, but she did not.98 Then they devoted three days to attempting to
gain an audience with her, but she would not grant it.99 Eventually, the
Portuguese abandoned the effort and returned home: “We again attempted
the conversion of the aforementioned lord’s wife, whom we found as blind
and stubborn as before. And since she refused to give up the battle in any of
the many bouts we had with her, we had to return again to Fremona.”100
Not long after, the entire Portuguese effort in Abyssinia unraveled.
The Portuguese did not record their “battles” with this woman at length,

but the original Lobo manuscript (the one discovered in 1947) contains a
fascinating scene in which the woman debates with the Portuguese priests,
employing rhetoric in resisting them.101

She refused to open her heart and receive the news and counsel of her
salvation, saying her hour had not arrived and she would ask God to
enlighten her. Although we told her that she should set forth her
doubts so that we could resolve them for her, she would reply that she
was an ignorant woman. In this she was speaking the truth, but she
was lying in her subsequent statement that she was young and
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inexperienced and did not know how to set forth a proposition,
make a refutation, and reply to a refutation, the truth being that she
was so old that she no longer had any children and so fat that she
could not pass through a doorway, appearing to be over forty years
of age.102

Unpacking the richness of this passage, with its layered European and
Habesha discourse, requires both careful reading and a sense of humor.
Lobo’s frustration is the result of the woman’s provocation, structured in a
classic form of Habesha indirection called sämənna wärq. She never said that
she would not convert; instead she said four indirect things.
One, she demurred that it was not her hour to convert. Maybe later, she

implied, as if they were offering her food or drink, not, as they saw it, an
urgent operation on her soul. There is something delicious about this
response, her presentation of time as leisurely so calculated to annoy those
with an agenda.
Two, she promised that she would ask God to enlighten her directly, an

almost Protestant response to their importuning. This was a subtle reminder
that there was an authority higher than theirs, one to which she also had
access.
Three, she stated that she was so ignorant that she could not lay out her

own thoughts, defending herself by performing the Jesuits’ own stereotypes
about women’s inferiority. If Lobo’s immediate affirmation of her claim was
any indication, her deflectivemovewas successful, and the Portuguese were
distracted into describing her limits instead of persuading her. It also
needled the Portuguese with the knowledge that their supposed inferior was
besting them; one ignorant woman was foiling the efforts of many educated
men to enlighten the masses.
Four, she insisted that she was too young to debate them, despite being

visibly middle-aged. This outrageous claim was calculated to enrage her
interlocutors with its irrationality. It was successful. Lobo could not resist a
rant about just how old she was, dwelling at length on evidence that carried
him far from the topic at hand—her fatness. While the Jesuits were lining
up their troops; she was engaged in guerrilla warfare, dancing beyond their
reach, a trickster who eluded capture through denial, fabrication, and
refracted stupidity.
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Perhaps the most interesting part of the paragraph is the use of the
rhetorical terms for what she could not do: “[she did] not know how to set
forth a proposition, make a refutation, and reply to a refutation.”103 Was
this her description of what she could not do, or theirs? Since “proposition”
and “refutation” were parts of the educational method that the Jesuits used
in most of the world, it may be their emendation. But it may be hers, since
she was literate, and the Habesha were famous for their love of court cases
and elegant rhetoric. Perhaps it was while rereading those rhetorical terms
in particular that Lobo began to ponder the wisdom of including a para-
graph in which one ignorant old woman defeated a team of men from the
most famous educational European institution of its time, the Jesuits. The
episode did not appear in the text that Le Grand and Samuel Johnson
translated.
Although the emperor’s niece appears in Lobo’s text as a shadow, without

a direct voice, there is no doubting her extraordinary role in the text. She
resisted conversion, convinced other women to resist conversion, and
remained true to her faith despite the best efforts of the Portuguese. Indeed,
her repression in Lobo’s text makes her stand out all the more because she
is the only individual conversion attempt Lobo records. As the reader, one
immediately wonders why the Portuguese were spending so much time
with one person, and with a woman. Clearly, this woman is a symbol of
much more.
The account in Barneto ends differently, but proceeds in parallel fashion;

that is, with strong resistance on her part. Barneto recounts that he went to
her town to seek her out and overturn her aversion to Roman Catholicism
upon the order of the emperor, who had already told her husband privately
that he would imprison her if she did not convert.104 According to Barneto,
six priests had previously attempted to convert her, “but she made fun of all
of them” and refused.105 Upon being threatened with excommunication,
however, she stated through her husband that she was willing to listen to
Barneto’s message and received him the next day. Barneto found her much
troubled—“mui carregada e triste”—but began preaching about the errors
of the Orthodox Church to her in front of her husband and one hundred
servants. In particular, he told her that her previous baptism in the Ortho-
dox Church would not save her and she had to be baptized again. Through-
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out, Barneto reports, she appeared sad and tense—“tão triste e carregada.”
Although Barneto interprets this visible affect as the hold of the devil on her
heart, Lobo’s account of her rhetorical indirection makes me wonder if this
is a kind of performance, done to convey to themany people around her that
she found the ideas troubling or unconvincing.
When Barneto asked her to make a decision, she delighted him by stating

that she was ready to convert and would have done so before if only it had
been explained to her clearly. This, Barneto says, was a “common excuse
among the royals” for not converting; that is, a falsehood told to evade
sanction. He then prepared himself to offer the sacrament of baptism to her,
but upon the moment of beginning the actual ceremony, she backed out.
Suddenly she stated that she had already been baptized in the Orthodox
Church and could not understand why she should have to be baptized again.
Given Lobo’s account, her timing suggests that she was playing with
Barneto, especially since he had directly addressed why rebaptism was
necessary. She then added that she refused to give up the custom of
circumcision, which the Jesuits decried as Jewish. Upon this, Barneto said
with some asperity that he did not force people to convert; they have to
willingly agree to no longer sell their souls to the devil. Her reply is not
recorded, but Barneto tried unsuccessfully for the next two days to convert
her.
On the fourth day, Lobo arrived, and according to Barneto, baptized the

woman at dawn and left for another place.106 The woman then sent for
Barneto, asking him to come explain some points before Lobo baptizes her.
This is the most telling moment in Barneto’s account, because the text
appears to contradict itself. Had Lobo baptized her or not? If at dawn, the
traditional time of rising, how had the woman sent messengers to Barneto
before her conversion? Lobo spent less than a day in the place. While I doubt
Barneto deliberately misrepresented the facts, this contradiction in the text
occurs precisely at the point of difference between Lobo’s and Barneto’s
accounts regarding her conversion. Barneto’s text suggests, for a moment,
that the woman had not converted, just as Lobo reported.
Barneto, perhaps suspecting a trap in this request, refused to go to her,

sending a message saying that Lobo was more knowledgeable about
matters of faith than Barneto was, and that he would not come unless she
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guaranteed that she would be baptized publicly. A messenger returned
from the woman, stating that she was in extreme distress—“mui descon-
solada e chorando”—insisting that Lobo had baptized her by force,
turning her into a pagan.107 Barneto, disgusted, refused to go and “waste
my time in vain with her,” having realized her conversion was not
sincere, and that she had turned his own words about false conversion
against him. She sent him a conciliatory meal and asked him to come the
next day to receive her confession, which was a Roman Catholic, not an
Orthodox, rite. In other words, she signalled that her conversion was
sincere. Upon hearing this, he agreed to go, and he arrived at the church
at midnight with her husband.108
Barneto asked her if she was willing to confess her sins, and she said she

was, but when it came to the point, she again refused to renounce the
practice of circumcision. Perhaps this point was truly troubling to her. But
it seems just as likely that she was still toying with the priest, since this point
had been covered repeatedly before. Barneto’s response justified this inter-
pretation because, far from showing patience, he cursed her, stating that
“she would forever be a slave to the devil” and he would not continue to cast
pearls before swine. He then left to start the mass, feeling as “unhappy and
haunted as the guest [the devil] she had in her heart.” She came to him a
final time, displaying regret, and insisting on giving her confession. Upon
doing so, he stated, she entered a state of bliss and promised to stay firm in
the faith of the Roman Catholic Church.109 Perhaps her conversion was
sincere. Or, perhaps, under the very real threat of prison, she chose to drag
out the process as long as possible and get her revenge for being forced to do
something in which she did not believe. Or perhaps Lobo had not converted
her and her confession is a performance meant to mislead Barneto into
thinking she had converted.
One suggestion that she continued to be reluctant was the experience of

another governor’s wife, called Phanaê in the Portuguese texts. Almeida
claimed that “in the end” she converted, but under great pressure from her
husband, a different governor of Təgray who was the famous warrior for the
Catholic faith, Qəb’a Krəstos.110 She at first resisted following her husband
by debating with the Jesuits.111 According to Barradas, she “questioned me,
as though she were scandalized, why it was that we rinsed out our mouths
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before taking Communion and saying Mass.” Barradas insisted that he con-
vinced her as to the wisdom of the Catholic position, but there are other ways
to read her response: she “cast her eyes downward and said not a word . . . not
wanting to give me satisfaction.”112

Wäld Śäʿala, the Emperor’s Wife

The fourth royal woman in the Portuguese texts is Wängelawit’s mother, the
emperor’s wife, Wäld Śäʿala (ca. 1580–1661), whose regnal name was
Śəlṭan Mogäsa.113 She does not speak in the Portuguese texts, but Mendes
calls her “the female heretics’ promoter and concealer.”114 According to
Mendes, she left her husband Susənyos’s court in 1618 to protest his
favouring of Roman Catholicism.115 Later, it was her son Fasilades who
eradicated Roman Catholicism from Ethiopia. While Catholicismwas ascen-
dant, she built the Qoma Fasiladas monastery as an orthodox “paradise.”116
In Lobo’s text, Wäld Śäʿala acted powerfully against the Portuguese as “a

declared enemy to all Catholicks.”117 On a journey from Təgray to the
Habesha court, the Jesuits stopped to spend the night on the empress’s vast
lands, which were “a veritable stronghold of heresy, because the Empress
was a great patron of these [heretics] and their beliefs.”118 The Jesuits were
invited to stay in some abandoned thatch houses. They lay down to sleep, but
were attacked by red ants. Having solved that problem, they awoke to find their
lodging on fire and the door locked, which their host “had closed up so securely
that we could never open it even before the danger, fromwhich circumstance we
afterward concluded that theyhad secured it intentionally to leaveus fewermeans
of escape.”119 Although they escaped, Lobo is convinced that the empress and the
villagers had attempted to murder them, a deduction supported by finding the
villagedeserted in themorning.120 The imageofEuropeans trapped inahouse that
Africans built is a powerful metaphor for the experiences of the Portuguese in
Abyssinia, oneof its inescapable truths.121WhenSusənyosdied, itwasWäldŚäʿala
who ensured that he was buried according to the Orthodox, not Roman Catholic,
rites.122

Ḥamälal Wärq, Susənyos’s Mother

The fifth royal woman in the Portuguese texts is Susənyos’s mother, wäyzäro
Ḥamälal Wärq.123 She was the wife of a regional governor when Susənyos’s
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father first slept with her. It was not until after Susənyos was born that his
parents were officially married. According to the scribe’s account of
Susənyos’s reign in the Tarikä nägäśt, Susənyos was close to his mother.124
Páez agrees, saying that “she loved him very much as the youngest of her
sons.”125 It must have struck home then, when she disapproved. Páez
reports that when Susənyos’s brother wrote saying that Susənyos “should
not go ahead with the matters of faith, but that he should command
everyone to follow the [Habesha] patriarch’s doctrine,” their mother “wrote
to him in the same vein,” having been persuaded by Habesha monks that
God would punish Susənyos with death for “wanting to introduce the faith
of the Portuguese.”126 Intriguingly, a nineteenth-century Tarikä nägäśt from
Sälale includes an anecdote depicting Susənyos’s mother chastising him for
favoring Roman Catholicism.127

Royal Women who Converted to Roman Catholicism
A temporal dimension seems to mark the Habesha royal women’s
resistance to conversion, however. Before 1622, Roman Catholicism did
not inspire quite as much resistance among the royal women. Indeed, it
intrigued at least one very important royal woman, Empress Maryam
Śəna, Susənyos’s aunt, who asked Páez many sympathetic questions
before she died in 1607.128 Some royal women even seem to have
converted, as attested by the 1611 Jesuit’s annual letter from Goa about
the mission among the Habesha, which discusses two such women.129
The first was a nameless niece of the emperor, who was “most zealous on
our behalf,” interspersing her conversations with the emperor “thickly
with our praise” since the emperor had not yet converted. The second
was a nameless maternal cousin of the emperor, married to the emperor’s
chief general, who invited the Jesuits to her home to attempt to convert
her husband. Páez does report converting ras Śəʿəlä Krəstos’s wife,130 but
these were stories from Páez’s early days as a missionary, before Mendez
arrived, after which the women’s resistance seems to be uniform and
wide-spread. And even during Páez’s days, there were signs of what was
to come. Upon hearing of converts to Roman Catholicism in Təgray, “one
of the emperor’s sisters” exclaimed “with great vexation, ‘Let it be
proclaimed at once that none of our people may join it anymore.’”131
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Seventeenth-Century Habesha Texts about Royal Women

Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Habesha texts provide support for the
argument that Habesha women were at the forefront of the movement to
avoid conversion and repress European cultural incursions. The main
sources are a Tarikä nägäśt and two gädlat, hagiographies of royal women
who became saints in the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwaḥədo Church.
The two often corroborate each other. For instance, according to Páez,

Susənyos’s chronicle details how the daughter of a previous emperor,
Susənyos’s cousin Wälättä Giyorgis, was banished for fomenting resistance
to conversion. The scene is remarkably similar to those in the hagiographies
and reminiscent of those in the Portuguese accounts. It suggests that the
princess had been resisting for a very long time, attacking three consecutive
emperors for being sympathetic to Roman Catholicism.

Afterwards, at the emperor’s orders, they brought charges against Oizaro
Oalata Guiorguis, and they said to her, “You grumbled about the emperor
and said to many lords and ladies in the month of June, ‘He is going to
imprison you, because he denies the faith of Alexandria and confesses that
of Rome, andhewillmake you join it by force.’” She replied not aword for
a long time because there were some people there to whom she had said
those things. After they had obliged her to reply, she said, “My grumbling
was notmeant to unsettle the land or take away the emperorship. I simply
spoke as men speak.” They gave this reply to him and he told them to ask
her again, “How did you respond to the charge that you . . . grumbled
about [Emperor Yacob, r. 1597–1603, 1605–1607], saying that he had
denied the faith and broken the cross and had looked at the cow’s fat like
a Gala, and that he had done what men should not do . . . ? When you
grumbled about Emperor Za Denguil [r. 1603–1604] . . . and said that he
had taken communion with the Portuguese and that he had commanded
people to eat sea horse [hippopotamas] . . . ? You were thinking of doing
the same thing to me, but God had delivered me from the poison of your
wickedness.”132

The same royal woman turns up again in the hagiographies, in which she
helps Wälättä P�eṭros escape her Roman Catholic husband.133
For reasons of space, I will focus here on the two hagiographies,

fascinating narratives about Habesha folk heroes as well as rich reposi-
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tories of indigenous thought. It is not surprising, as the early-twentieth-
century scholar J. M. Harden notes, that this period of religious struggle
in Ethiopia would yield many saints and thus hagiographies.134 Thou-
sands of Habesha died defending their religious and cultural beliefs, and
those remaining were eager to honor the heroism of those who had died.
What is striking, however, is that so many of the Habesha hagiographies
from this period are about women, and that the hagiographies devoted to
women cluster in this period specifically. Of a total of over 200 Habesha
saints, at least 12 are women—yet over nine are seventeenth-century
women who resisted conversion to Roman Catholicism. These women
are Wälättä P�eṭros, Fəqərtä Krəstos, and Wälättä Maryam, all of whom
have hagiographies, and Ǝḫətä Krəstos, Ǝḫətä P�eṭros, Wälättä P�awlos,
Wälättä Ṣəyon, əmmä Wätät, and əmmä Šänkora Giyorgis.135 This pleth-
ora of female saints from this period suggests that women played a
special role in defending Habesha beliefs against European incursions in
the 1600s. Although none of the hagiographies was written by the
women concerned or while they were living, they tell the stories of
women who have been revered in Habesha history.

Fəqərtä Krəstos, Female Saint
The Gädlä Fəqərtä Krəstos (The Life and Struggles of Fəqərtä Krəstos) is
about a seventeenth-century royal woman who was married to an officer of
the emperor and who refused to convert to Roman Catholicism.136 In her
hagiography, Fəqərtä Krəstos joined her husband in resisting conversion,
standing in Lake Ṭana for 40 days to protest the emperor’s religious policies.
She and her husband were then tortured and died, along with thousands of
other Habesha martyrs. She, however, rose from the dead to threaten the
emperor with the relics of her own dead body. She then became a nun,
travelled to Jerusalem and Armenia, and founded a monastic community.
According to modern oral traditions about her, she was brought before the
emperor and condemned him for his conversion, upon which he was struck
dumb and his tongue leapt from his mouth onto the ground.137 There are no
scenes in her hagiography of her debating the Jesuits, but she is often
depicted debating the emperor.
When first called before Emperor Susənyos, she told him directly that

she would never convert to his “satanic religion” (25). The next time the
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soldiers brought her and her maids before the emperor, “she insulted
him and cursed” the emperor, even though he promised her great
“honors and offices” if she converted (34). So the emperor had her
beaten almost until death, but Fəqərtä Krəstos told the emperor, “You
deserve a death that is evil, but for me and for my loved ones, our death
will be life” (38). Determined to torture her into converting, the emperor
set lions upon her and her husband, had her beaten with iron clubs, laid
upon an iron bed under which was set a fire, and dragged across the
ground. After all this, she and her husband said, with one voice, “We will
not believe in your religion, you traitor Catholic emperor” (40). So the
emperor had them beheaded, and Fəqərtä Krəstos’s first act upon being
resurrected was to go straight to the emperor and declare “You godless
person! You are an evil and crazy man, following the Europeans’
religion” (45). When the furious emperor asked his soldiers why they
had not executed her, as commanded, they insisted they had killed her.
The emperor ordered them to do it again, but Fəqərtä Krəstos slipped
away, went to the orthodox patriarch, and became a nun (46).
Over four years later, Fəqərtä Krəstos returned to the place where she

and 8,000 other believers had been martyred and gathered together the
bones she found there (52). She gave them to messengers to carry to the
emperor. When they brought the relics before the emperor, they also
conveyed her message: “Here is my flesh and that of my virgin sisters. Eat it
and drink our blood. You cursed, mad, wicked man!” When the emperor
saw this, he became afraid and wept, asking that Fəqərtä Krəstos forgive
him. But the messengers replied that “if you do not return to your religion,
you will not be able to receive forgiveness or mercy from our mother
Fəqərtä Krəstos.” The emperor remained silent, the messengers went away,
and the emperor eventually died in the foreign religion.
Despite the difference valences of the Portuguese and Habesha texts—

the first condemning, the second praising royal women—the parallels
between them are striking. In both, women are rhetorical warriors, striking
at imperial and foreign power with the weapons of language. In the
Portuguese texts, this resistance is often depicted as sly sarcasm or sullen
silence, in the Fəqərtä Krəstos text, it is depicted as dialogic utterance, a
theater of abusive speech and violent physical response that ends not even
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with the speaker’s death, but with a command that the living eat the bodies
of the condemnatory and all-powerful dead.

Wälättä P�eṭros, Female Saint
The Gädlä Wälättä P�əṭros (The Life and Struggles of Wälättä P�eṭros), is a
Habesha hagiography written in late 1671 or 1672138 about Wälättä P�eṭros
(1593–1643), a royal woman married to the emperor’s half-brother,
Mälkə’ä Krəstos.139 She was a prominent historical figurementioned in both
the Portuguese accounts and the Habesha royal chronicles.140 Wälättä
P�eṭros was a true radical: a woman who left her husband to become an
itinerant preacher, a founder of seven religious communities, and an
innovator of nonviolent resistance in Ethiopia. The text details how she
helped inspire a nation to resist conversion, and her harrowing efforts to
leave her converted husband, rebuke her converted emperor, and dampen
accusations against her leadership as a woman.
Comparing the Gädlä Wälättä P�eṭros with the Portuguese accounts sug-

gests that the Portuguese were not exaggerating when they attributed the
failure of European Christianity in Ethiopia to royal women’s rhetorical
resistance. The hagiography confirms the Portuguese description of women
as active in resisting the Jesuits. In fact, several events in Wälättä P�eṭros’s
life eerily parallel those of the emperor’s niece discussed earlier. Both
women were of royal blood and the wives of high-ranking officials who had
converted to Roman Catholicism. Both women were subjected to intense,
one-on-one efforts by the Portuguese to convert them. Like the emperor’s
niece, “our holy mother Wälättä P�əṭros argued with them and defeated
them and embarrassed them.”141
It is tempting to speculate that Lobo’s account and the hagiography are

about the same woman. The names of their husbands are somewhat similar,
appearing as Miserat Christos and Melcha Christos in the Portuguese
sources. But they are different ages and the emperor’s niece lived in Šire,
Təgray, and Wälättä P�eṭros never did. If they are not the same woman, the
overlap in their stories suggests that the Portuguese accounts and the
Habesha hagiographies are both reporting on a much larger movement
among Habesha royal women during this period. As the hagiography states
“Many women of high rank—daughters of princesses, [former] concubines
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of the emperor, and the wives of great lords—were with [Wälättä P�əṭros]
and took part in this work together with her, following her [example].”142
Since her hagiography gives a much deeper portrait of the royal women’s

resistance and is not yet available in English, I will summarize its informa-
tion on Wälättä P�eṭros’s resistance activities and interactions with male
leaders. She was born into a noble and powerful family with hereditary
rights to vast lands to the south, and her brothers were leading officials (5).
At a typically young age, Wälättä P�eṭros was married to a powerful man
named Mälkə’ä Krəstos, a half-brother of Emperor Susənyos and one of his
most important counselors (9).143 As a member of the court, her husband
decided to convert to Roman Catholicism, and the emperor soon called on
him to repress the anti-Catholic rebellion started in 1617. When Mälkə’ä
Krəstos left home to do so, however, leading orthodox bishops in the
powerful Habesha monasteries on Lake Ṭana helped the 23-year-old
Wälättä P�eṭros to leave her husband and join them (12–13). After arriving
at one of the monasteries on Lake Ṭana, she took a vow of celibacy and
shaved her head, preparing to become a nun in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Täwaḥədo church. She did not wish to convert to Roman Catholicism or to
stay with someone who had.
This report is confirmed by the Portuguese, who describe the wife of

blatten geta Mälkə’ä Krəstos leaving her husband to become a nun at
Waldəbba, whereWälättä P�eṭros also spent time. Barradas reports that “The
women who normally become nuns are those whom the world has seen as
old . . . or they are those who have separated from their husbands.” He adds
that such “nuns go into retreat . . . into the desert, . . . where they live as
beggars,” and “we saw the wife of Belatina Goitâ Melcha Christôs do [this]
when he abandoned her.”144 Although many men are named Mälkə’ä
Krəstos—nearly a dozen appearing in the Portuguese texts—only two of the
men with this name were leading officials and only one had the title blatten
geta. Further, the hagiography states that Wälättä P�eṭros’s husband was the
commander of the Śəlṭan Märə’d regiment and the Portuguese texts state
that blatten getaMälkə’ä Krəstos was the commander. The other official was
Susənyos’s brother, who cannot be Wälättä P�eṭros’s husband (not only
would such a close connection to the emperor have been mentioned in the
hagiography, this man died before Susənyos). Thus, blatten geta Mälkə’ä
Krəstos must be Wälättä P�eṭros’s husband.145
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Enraged on discovering this abandonment, her husband withdrew his
troops from battle and took them to destroy the town of the monastery
where she was staying (13–14). Wälättä P�eṭros was forced to return home,
but discovered that her husband was in possession of the cloak of a
murdered man, the leading figure in the Ethiopian Orthodox Täwaḥədo
church, abunä Səmʿon. She took this as a sign that her husband did not
protect the priest and may have even been to blame for his death, and
insisted on leaving her husband again and becoming a nun (17–18). Not
long after she began this new life, she met another royal woman who was
resisting conversion, Ǝḫətä Krəstos, who became her life-long companion
(21–23). This again suggests that Wälättä P�eṭros and the women of the
Portuguese texts represent a number of resistant women.
Despising the emperor’s abandonment of Ethiopia’s faith to embrace

foreign beliefs and rituals, Wälättä P�eṭros decided to speak up. She rebuked
all those who had converted—including the emperor, his counselors, and
the high priests—and told the people of her town to reject the faith of the
foreigners and never to mention the name of the emperor during the liturgy
(27). The latter was a direct act against the emperor’s authority, implying
that he was no longer the legitimate head of state. Soon her family sent her
a message that the emperor had threatened to kill them because of her
actions. She decided that it was better for her to die for her faith, than for
her family to die for her, so she returned to appear before the emperor (29).
The text asserts that Wälättä P�eṭros was interrogated before the entire

court—all its princes, governors, officials, and scholars. This was a sign of
what a threat she was considered; the seventeenth-century text memorial-
izes a woman’s resistance in a dramatic way. For it states thatWälättä P�eṭros
stood before them with “a determined heart and a strong faith” (29). She
was not terrified by their status, great number, or empty words. When
accused of rebelling against God and King, she listened with “a critical
smile” but said not a word, until finally responding that “I have not reviled
the emperor. However, I will never renounce my faith” (29).
Enraged by her behavior, the emperor pronounced, “She despises me,

laughs at me, and mocks me!” He ordered that they kill her. But, her
husband Mälkə’ä Krəstos was there, as a member of the court, and he
begged the emperor to spare her life. “My lord, do not get angry. It is not out
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of contempt that she is laughing. Rather an [evil] spirit that has been
residing in her since her childhood makes her laugh” (29–30). He made this
plea, the text states, because he still loved Wälättä P�eṭros. Then the
counselors of the emperor advised him not to alienate her powerful family.
So, the emperor dismissed her, saying that if she kept quiet, he would not
kill her.
Is it likely that her twice abandoned husband defended her? One of the

Portuguese texts describes Mälkə’ä Krəstos as having abandoned her, not
the other way around.146 Perhaps the hagiography avoided the suggestion
that she did not inspire allegiance in everyone. On the other hand, several
of the Portuguese texts denigrate Mälkə’ä Krəstos in the strongest terms,
calling him “homem fraco, mas muito astuto e prudente” (a weak, but very
cunning and prudent man [my translation]) whom the emperor forgave too
many times.147 Perhaps Mälkə’ä Krəstos, like the emperor’s daughter’s
husband Täklä Giyorgis, was caught between an emperor and a wife, trying
to please both and pleasing neither. Even if the text is not representing what
really happened between two people, it beautifully dramatizes the domestic
conflicts that the emperor’s conversion engendered.
Wälättä P�eṭros did not stop exhorting the people of various towns to

avoid “the filthy faith of the foreigners,” but the emperor’s spies found out
and forced her to return to court (42). Again she stood before the emperor,
again he condemned her to death, and again her husband asked the emperor
to spare her life. This time, Mälkə’ä Krəstos suggested that rather than kill
Wälättä P�eṭros, they subject her to a deprogramming attempt. A team of
Jesuits came to spend long days with her, attempting to convert her to
Roman Catholicism (45–48). Just as with the emperor’s niece, they were
not successful:

She argued with them, defeated them, and embarrassed them. Each
morning other Europeans came to her, reading and explaining to her
from their filthy book. Our holy mother Wälättä P�əṭros, however, did
not listen to their talk and did not accept their faith. Rather she
laughed about and made fun of them. (45)

The emperor then wished to exile her, but Mälkə’ä Krəstos convinced him to
allow Alfonso Mendes, the patriarch and thus leader of the Roman Catholic
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mission in Ethiopia, to attempt to persuade her. The emperor agreed, and
for months Mendes spent every Saturday, from the morning into the
evening, trying to convert Wälättä P�eṭros to Roman Catholicism. But “he
returned embarrassed because she treated him with contempt, repudiated
him, and did not listen to the teaching” (46). Every week the emperor would
ask whether Mendes had succeeded, and every week they had to report that
he had not. The tremendous rhetorical resistance that Wälättä P�eṭros
showed is striking. Her hagiography is devoted to debate, to the power of
language. It is an African text that celebrates the rhetorical abilities of an
early modern African woman.
The narrative continues with many other adventures, and when

Susənyos finally rescinded his edict, Wälättä P�eṭros returned to her home as
a heroine. She spent the remaining years of her life teaching in and traveling
among the monastic communities she established. By the beginning of the
eighteenth century, a monastery on Lake Ṭana, Qʷäraṭa, became devoted to
Wälättä P�eṭros. It has been famous since the seventeenth century as a place
of asylum for those seeking to escape punishment by the emperor. This may
be the first of many more steps in honoring the memory of a woman who
stood for so much. Whatever else we know about her, we know that Wälättä
P�eṭros resisted converting to European forms of Christianity, and that she
and her sisters inspired a nation to do the same.

Conclusion

By reading early modern European and African written texts through each
other, we come to a better understanding of this period, and in particular,
the role of women in the failure of an early modern European proto-colonial
effort. While the Portuguese missionaries’ travel accounts disparage royal
Habesha women as “diabolical” obstacles to their ambitions, the Habesha
texts celebrate the same women as saviors of the true faith and the nation.
Of course, both sets of texts must be read with great care, particularly

when mining them for historical information. Like any observers, the
Jesuits had particular biases that shaped how they reported on women and
the conflict. Their negative portrait of Habesha royal women might arise
from their stereotypes of women as amoral creatures bent on the spiritual
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destruction of men and their desire to defend their failure to convert the
Habesha. We can trust that the Jesuits did not accurately depict the
individual women involved. Yet, as a whole, the Jesuits’ portrait of Habesha
royal women as especially involved in rhetorically resisting European
religious incursions is supported by the plethora of Habesha texts about just
such women.
Likewise, the Ethiopian hagiographies pose challenges for reading.

They are not factual histories or autobiographies, but narratives created
about folk heroes, often with an emphasis on their miraculous accomplish-
ments. The authors write them to inspire the faithful, and they often use
consistent biographical tropes—such as the saint’s parents being previously
childless—that do not reflect the actual experiences of individual women.
At the same time, their representation of Habesha women as staying true to
their own beliefs, even at the cost of their own lives, is supported by the
Jesuit reports about Adära Maryam and others. In particular, the Gädlä
Wälättä Petros is quite an unusual hagiography in that most of the text
proceeds without any miracles, historical figures appear as corroborated by
other texts, and the subject’s many journeys are recorded with remarkable
detail, down to the exact month they occurred.
Read together, both sets of texts suggest some important historical

truths. The Habesha texts suggest that women played an essential role in
defeating Roman Catholicism in Ethiopia, but do not say so outright. The
Portuguese texts do. The Habesha texts communicate the scale of the
rebellion against the Roman Catholics, the tremendous cost to Habesha
both at the national and familial level. The Portuguese texts are necessarily
more focused on the costs to Europeans. In thinking about how we conduct
research with a variety of primary sources, these texts demonstrate that
reading indigenous texts and travel texts together enables a much richer
scholarship.
The scholar Anjali Arondekar sounds an important warning, however,

about the tendency to view the archive with evangelical fervor as a “site of
endless promise.”148 We must be careful, she points out, to approach the
archive as comprising texts in which fiction and truth constitute each other.
Our reading practices must be attentive to how the archive both declares
and fills absence, how it constitutes subjects through the negative, and how
it balks at presence. In the case of seventeenth-century Ethiopia, both the
European and the Habesha texts have biases and blind spots. Both traditions
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absent women. And yet, both also retain traces of women’s extraordinary
actions. Reading them together suggests much about the vital role of
women during this period, demonstrating that earlymodern Africanwomen
were not absent, but rather powerfully present, leaders who stood up for
what they believed in and changed the course of history.

NOTES

1. Examples of work on such active early modern African women include
John Kelly Thornton, The Kongolese Saint Anthony: Dona Beatriz Kimpa
Vita and the Antonian Movement, 1684–1706 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998); John Kelly Thornton, “Legitimacy and Political
Power: Queen Njinga, 1624–1663,” Journal of African History 32 (1991):
25–40. Heidi J. Nast, Concubines and Power: Five Hundred Years in a
Northern Nigerian Palace (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
2005).

2. I am grateful to Michael Kleiner for his careful reading of an earlier
version of this article and, for translations, or assistance with translations,
to Selamawit Mecca, Michael Kleiner, and qäsis Melaku Terefe (Gəʿəz);
Nicole Horejsi, Janet Downie, and Jessica Wright (Latin); and Sara
Nogueira and Mariana Candido (Portuguese).

3. There is a debate on whether such early modern European incursions
constitute colonialism. See discussions in John Michael Archer, Old
Worlds: Egypt, Southwest Asia, India, and Russia in Early Modern English
Writing (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2001); and Hilton Root, “The
Debate on the Origins of the ‘Modern World-System’: The Ottoman
Example. A Review Article of Social Change in a Peripheral Society: The
Creation of a Balkan Colony by Daniel Chirot,” Comparative Studies in
Society and History 20, no. 4 (1978): 626–29. In this article, I have chosen
to treat the Portuguese efforts in seventeenth-century Ethiopia as
proto-colonial. Others have suggested this as well, including Andreu
Martínez Alòs-Moner, “The Jesuit Patriarchate to the Preste: Between
Religious Reform, Political Expansion and Colonial Adventure,”
Aethiopica: International Journal of Ethiopian and Eritrean Studies 6 (2003):
54–69.

4. I use the Encyclopaedia Aethiopica system for transcribing Gəʿəz and
Amharic terms, Siegbert Uhlig, ed., Encyclopaedia Aethiopica: A-C, Vol. 1
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(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2003). I also follow them for Iberian names:
Pedro Páez not Pero Pais, Francisco Alvares not Francis Alvarez, Afonso
Mendes not Alfonso Mendez, Jerónimo Lobo not Jerome Lobo, and
Manoel Barradas not Manuel Barradas. However, for living Ethiopians
and very common terms, I transliterate as popularly done (e.g., Haile
Selassie rather than Ḫayəla Ṥəlase; Habesha rather than Ḥabäša, Addis
Ababa rather than Addis Abäba).

5. For an explanation of the term Habesha, see Walter W. Muller, “Ḥabašāt,”
in Encyclopaedia Aethiopica: D-Ha, ed. Siegbert Uhlig (Wiesbaden,
Germany: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2005), 948–49. For an explanation of the
choice to use it rather than “Ethiopians,” see Wendy Laura Belcher,
Abyssinia’s Samuel Johnson: Ethiopian Thought in the Making of an English
Author (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 18–20.

6. Because the Portuguese crown was in charge of the Jesuits’ mission in
Ethiopia, it is traditional in the scholarship on this period to refer to the
“Portuguese” in Ethiopia and “Portuguese Jesuits,” even though two of
the most important Jesuits in Ethiopia, Páez and Mendes, were from
Spain. I will follow the dominant usage, rather than introducing the term
Iberian Jesuits.

7. “Susenyos era filho natural de Fasiladas”; Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica
De Susenyos: Rei De Ethiopia: Texto Ethiopico, ed. F. M. Esteves Pereira, 2
vols, Vol. 1 (Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional, 1892; reprint, 1982), ix; Harold
G. Marcus, A History of Ethiopia, updated ed. (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2002), 39–40.

8. Donald Crummey, Land and Society in the Christian Kingdom of Ethiopia
from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 68, 72; Leonardo Cohen, The Missionary Strategies of the
Jesuits in Ethiopia (1555–1632) (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2009),
29; Paul B. Henze, Layers of Time: A History of Ethiopia (London: Hurst &
Co, 2000), 96.

9. Jerónimo Lobo, Itinerário E Outros Escritos Inéditos, ed. Father M.
Goncalves da Costa (Porto: Civilização, 1971), 189. Of course, some
Ethiopian women did convert to Roman Catholicism, as evidenced by
Páez’s comment that an anti-Catholic commander ordered his military to
“seize the property of everyone who had joined our [Roman Catholic]
faith, . . . sparring not even the property of women who were married to
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Portuguese, threatening them that if they did not return to their faith, he
would have their ears (and noses) cut off. . . . They committed many
cruelties, . . . even leaving honorable women naked”; Pedro Páez, Pedro
Páez’s History of Ethiopia, 1622, ed. Isabel Boavida, Hervé Pennec, and
Manuel João Ramos, trans. Christopher J. Tribe, 2 vols. (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate for the Hakluyt Society, 2011), Vol. 1, 322.

10. Miguel de Castanhoso, Joao Bermudes, and Gaspar Correa, The Portuguese
Expedition to Abyssinia in 1541–1543 as Narrated by Castanhoso, with
Some Contemporary Letters, the Short Account of Bermudez, and Certain
Extracts from Correa, ed. Richard Stephen Whiteway (London: Hakluyt
Society, 1902), 90: the Habesha “do not spit in church. . . as they
consider it a dirty habit.” Also Francisco Alvares, Narrative of the
Portuguese Embassy to Abyssinia During the Years 1520–1527, trans.
Henry Edward John Stanley (New York: Burt Franklin Publisher,
1970), 404.

11. Anonymous, Vitae Sanctorum Indigenarum: I Acta S. Walatta Petros, Ii
Miracula S. Zara-Baruk, ed. Carlo Conti Rossini and C. Jaeger (Louvain: L.
Durbecq, 1954), 25. As translated in Anonymous, The Life and Struggles of
Our Mother Walatta Petros: An English Translation of a Seventeenth-Century
Gə’əz Text About an Ethiopian Female Saint and Revolutionary, ed. Wendy
Laura Belcher, trans. Michael Kleiner (in process).

12. See Jerónimo Lobo and Joachim Le Grand, A Voyage to Abyssinia
(Translated from the French), ed. Joel Gold, trans. Samuel Johnson (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1985), 92, 128, 212, 229. See
also Manuel Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre E Seus Mandos Em Ethiopia:
Tractatus Tres Historico-Geographici: A Seventeenth Century Historical and
Geographical Account of Tigray, Ethiopia, trans. Elizabet Filleul and
Richard Pankhurst (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1996), 96: “the women in
Ethiopia own property separately and independently from their husbands
and they can dispose of it as they chose.”

13. Francisco Alvarez, The Prester John of the Indies, ed. C. F. Beckingham and
George Wynn Brereton Huntingford (Cambridge: University of Cambridge
Press, 1961), 434.

14. James Bruce, Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile: In the Years 1768,
1769, 1770 (Edinburgh: Printed by J. Ruthven, for G. G. J. and J.
Robinson, 1790). Other local queens are mentioned in the Portuguese
texts; for instance, Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 156.
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15. Manuel Barradas, Tractatus Tres Historico-Geographici, ed. Camillo Beccari,
Vol. 4, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad
XIX (Rome: Printed for C. de Luigi, 1906), 151–52: “As Oizoros a
ninguem se alevantão nem ainda a seus proprios maridos, porque
como elles não cazao, nem podem cazar com homens que sejao oizoros
como ellas, senvo com os que o não são, sempre ellas por mais
honrados que elles seião, ficão senhoras delles, e assi no particular
destas cortezias os tratão como criados.” See also Barradas, Do Regno
De Tigre, 64.

16. “Dixit aliquando mirari se, quod tam praeclara styrpe oriundi, tam
perspicua mente praediti et in libris adeo versati, a monachis ruralibus et
silvicolis sibi imponi paterentur”; Alphonso Mendes, Expeditionis
Aethiopicae, ed. Camillo Beccari, Vol. 8, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores
Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX (Rome: Printed for C. de Luigi,
1908), 302.

17. While my reading of the Páez and Mendes accounts inclines me against
their new reading, some have debated the painting of Mendes as a
hard-liner, including Merid Wolde Aregay, “The Legacy of Jesuit
Missionary Activities in Ethiopia,” in The Missionary Factor in Ethiopia:
Papers from a Symposium on the Impact of European Missions on Ethiopian
Society, ed. Getatchew Haile, Samuel Rubenson, and Aasulv Lande
(Frankfurt: Verlag, 1998), 31–56; Hervé Pennec, Des Jésuites Au Royaume
Du Prêtre Jean (Éthiopie): Stratégies, Rencontres Et Tentatives D’implantation
1495–1633 (Paris: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2003). For a
discussion of this point, see Matteo Salvadore, “Faith over Color:
Ethio-European Encounters and Discourses in the Early-Modern Era”
(PhD diss, Temple University, 2010), 194.

18. For a report on such preaching by one of the Jesuits, see Gasparo Paez,
“Lettere Annue Di Ethiopia Del 1624, 1625, E 1626,” in Notizia E Saggi Di
Opere E Documenti Inediti Riguardanti La Storia Di Etiopia Durante I Secoli
Xvi, Xvii E Xviii, ed. Camillo Beccari, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores
Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX Curante (Rome: C. de Luigi,
1903), 63–64. See also Michael Geddes, The Church-History of Ethiopia:
Wherein, among Other Things, the Two Great Splendid Roman Missions
into That Empire Are Placed in Their True Light (London: R. Chiswell,
1696), 33, 98.
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19. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 91. In contrast, “some young
[Habesha] monks were taking up sword and shield and were practicing,
saying that they would die for their ancient faith” Páez, History of
Ethiopia, Vol. 1, 333.

20. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 1, 333–34.
21. Wäld Śäʿala left Susənyos over the issue of Catholicism, according to

Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 333–34. On this point, see
Anaïs Wion, “Why Did King Fasiladas Kill His Brother? Sharing Power in
the Royal Family in Mid-Seventeenth Century Ethiopia,” Journal of Early
Modern History 8 (2004): 260.

22. Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De Susenyos: Rei De Ethiopia: Traducção E
Notas, ed. F. M. Esteves Pereira, Vol. 2 (Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional,
1900), 78; 374 n.

23. After 1624, “Members of the emperor’s family began to fall away”;
Crummey, Land and Society in Christian Ethiopia, 69.

24. Regarding the emperor during this period, “it visibly appear’d that he
broke his Heart with Grief, and Trouble, being in perpetual Anguish, till
he dy’d”; Balthazar Tellez, The Travels of the Jesuits in Ethiopia (London: J.
Knapton, A. Bell et al, 1710), 243.

25. The wide-spread view that Susənyos abdicated has been challenged by
LaVerle Bennet Berry, “Relinquishing the Solomonic Throne: The
‘Abdications’ of Susenyos (1632) and Iyasu I (1706)” (paper presented at
the Seventeenth International Conference of Ethiopian Studies, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, 1–5 November 2009).

26. Camillo Beccari, ed., Relationes Et Epistolae Variorum, Vol. 13, Rerum
Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX (Rome:
C. de Luigi, 1913), 110.

27. Four Portuguese Catholic priests stayed and hid after Roman Catholicism
was banished in 1632—Bernardo Nogueira, Apolinar de Almeida, Jacinto
Francisco, and Francisco Rodgrigues—Beccari, ed., Relationes Et Epistolae
Variorum, Vol. 13, 102. They were all lynched and executed: Bernardo
Nogueira, who was “appointed . . . after the death of all the others,” was
the last; Tellez, Jesuits in Ethiopia, 264.

28. Regarding the date Lobo wrote this text, see C. F. Beckingham,
“Introduction,” in The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, ed. Donald M. Lockhart
and Father M. Goncalves da Costa (London: Hakluyt Society, 1983), xxiii.
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29. Jerónimo Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, ed. Donald M. Lockhart,
Father M. Goncalves da Costa, and C. F. Beckingham, trans. Donald M.
Lockhart (London: Hakluyt Society, 1983), 71–76.

30. Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, 76.
31. Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, 122.
32. Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, 63.
33. Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, 119.
34. Lobo, The Itinerário of Jerónimo Lobo, 121.
35. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 165.
36. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 182.
37. See the discussion in Salvadore, “Faith over Color,” 307–8.
38. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 48. For the original, see Barradas, Tractatus

(Raso Vol. 4), 130.
39. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 115. See also Lobo, Itinerário,

trans. Lockhart, 299.
40. Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 195: “et caninae sagacitatis

sycophantae, Imperatori ad aurem allatrarent, . . . Lusitanos omnium
mortalium robustissimos esse, patres vero solertissimos, nec ecclesias, sed
arces moliri, si illi ingruant . . . hos fore ipsorum receptatores”
(sycophants of dog-like shrewdness were barking in the Emperor’s
ear . . . [that] the Portuguese were the strongest of all mortals, truly the
cleverest fathers, and that they were building not churches, but fortresses,
so that if those people should attack them . . . they would be ready to
receive them).

41. Early on, Europeans faulted the Jesuits for their aggressive treatment of
the Ethiopians. Le Grand says that the Portuguese Jesuits “confounded
the good with the bad, and by their undistinguishing reproaches, and
severe reflexions made all the religious rise against them, who brought
upon them the general detestation of the whole empire”; Lobo and Le
Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 312. For a discussion of this explanation
of the failure, see Salvadore, “Faith over Color,” 194, 203–4; Merid
Wolde Aregay, “The Legacy of Jesuit Missionary Activities in Ethiopia.”

42. All of these works have been edited and appear in Camillo Beccari’s
early-twentieth-century Rerum aethiopicarum scriptores occidentals series,
except for Lobo’s which had been published elsewhere. These works were
also summarized or abridged in Balthazar Telles, Historia Geral De
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Ethiopia a Alta Ou Preste Loam E Do Que Nella Obrarum Os Padres De
Companhia De Jesus (Coimbra, Portugual: 1660).

43. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, xxix.
44. Part of Barradas’s text, part of Almeida’s text, Lobo’s text, and Paez’s text

have been translated into English; Páez, History of Ethiopia.
45. Volumes 10 through 14 of Beccari’s series compile these letters and

reports.
46. I am grateful to qäsis Melaku Terefe for recommending these Habesha

hagiographies about women and discussing them at length with me.
47. Although there is a Portuguese translation of the Royal Chronicle of

Susənyos: Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De Susenyos [Em Português].
48. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 73–74; Camillo Beccari, ed.

Notizia E Saggi Di Opere E Documenti Inediti Riguardanti La Storia Di Etiopia
Durante I Secoli Xvi, Xvii E Xviii, Vol. 1, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores
Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX Curante (Rome: C. de Luigi,
1903), 147.

49. Da Costa Father M. Goncalves da Costa, “Introdução,” in Itinerário E
Outros Escritos Inéditos (Porto: Civilização, 1971), 40, 49. He was a
learned Jesuit priest who found the original manuscript of Lobo’s account
and published a fine edition of it in Portuguese, including many notes
about Wängelawit from Mendes’s and Barradas’s accounts.

50. Gérard Geist, “L’influence Portugaise Sur La Femme Éthiopienne Aux
Xvième Et Xviième Siècles,” in Mulher Na Sociede Portuguesa, Actas Do
Coloquio, March 20–22, 1985 (Coimbra: Coimbra Editora, 1986), 5–10.

51. Cohen, Jesuits in Ethiopia, 175.
52. Some of the texts by the Jesuits for which there was no space in this

article, but which addressed the royal women at length, include the
annual letters from Goa recording the state of affairs in the Ethiopian
highlands in 1615 and 1635; Bruno Bruni’s June 1629 report; and
Mendes’s reports to the Pope in July 1629 and May 1633. These appear
in, respectively, Camillo Beccari, ed. Relationes Et Epistolae Variorum, Vol.
11, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad
XIX (Rome: C. de Luigi, 1911), 362–71; Beccari, ed. Relationes (Raso Vol.
13), 525–38; 353–58; 404–5; 508–15. I am grateful to the classics scholar
Jessica Wright for her assistance with the Latin texts.

53. Da Costa, “Introdução,” 49. It should be noted that Da Costa may not
have read the Latin texts by Mendes and the Latin letters reporting to the
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Roman Catholic Church on the mission among the Habesha, which
provide instances of friendly royal women early on.

54. “Muito mais espinhosa era a oposição des senhoras da alta sociedade que
protegiam esse clero recusante, as ouzores, cuja influencia muito havia de
contribuir para o fracasso final do catolicismo na terra do Preste John. O
rigor moral da nova religão não podia convir a mulheres que gozavam de
completa emancipação social e moral”; Da Costa, “Introdução,” 40. See
also Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, xxii.

55. “Em especial os Oizoros, que sao as descendentes e parentas dos Reis sao
as mais devassas e publicas e fazem honra de viverem como querem, sem
ninguem, nem seus proprios maridos the poderem ir a mao, nem
perguntar por que visitao de dia ou de noite a molheres, nem a homens,
ou porque andao com elles? Porque, se as reprehendem, como o
Patriarcha fez a huma filha do Rey, a sua reposta hé: Eu não sou Oizoro?
não posso andar com quem me parecer?” (In particular, the wäyzäros,
who are the descendants and relatives of the kings, are the most wanton
and outgoing. For them, living their lives as they wish is a matter of
honor. No one, not even their husbands, are able to thwart them or
enquire about their motives for visiting men or women during the
daytime or the night time, nor ask them why they are seeing them.
Because if they rebuke them, as the patriarch did to a king’s daughter,
their answer will be: Am I not an Oizoro? Cannot I see whom I see fit?”
[my translation]); Barradas, Tractatus (Raso Vol. 4), 62. In contrast to the
light treatment of royal women’s infidelities, a mid-fifteenth-century male
courtier was banished for secretly marrying another woman while
married to a princess (even though polygyny was a somewhat accepted
practice at this time among the Habesha nobility); Richard Pankhurst,
“‘Amdä Mäsqäl,” in Encyclopaedia Aethiopica: A-C, 226–27.

56. From Almeida’s letter of June 16, 1628, Camillo Beccari, ed. Relationes Et
Epistolae Variorum, Vol. 12, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales
Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX (Rome: C. de Luigi, 1912), 259, translated
into English in Cohen, Jesuits in Ethiopia, 175.

57. She is discussed in Manoel de Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae, ed. Camillo
Beccari, Vol. 7, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti a
Saeculo XVI Ad XIX Curante (Rome: C. de Luigi, 1908), 20, 28, 30;
Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 213, 217, 225–26; Beccari,
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ed. Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 336, 348, 349, 362, 377. Her name is also
spelled Adera Mariam, Adero, Adaro, Adara, or Adivato in the Portuguese
texts.

58. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 225; Hiob Ludolf, A New History of
Ethiopia. Being a Full and Accurate Description of the Kingdom of Abessinia,
Vulgarly, Though Erroneously Called the Empire of Prester John, trans. J. P.
Gent (London: Samuel Smith Booksellers, 1682), 343. From “irma sua,
grande parte da rebelio e alevantamento” (his sister, a great part of the
rebellion and uprising); Lobo, Itinerário, 434.

59. “It being clearly proved that she had been a very active agent in the
murder of Abba Jacob [the half-Portuguese, half-Habesha Jesuit chaplain
assigned to Täklä Giyorgis], she likewise was condemned to be hanged,”
Bruce, Travels, Vol. 2, 368. Regarding Jacob’s racial background, see
Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 216.

60. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 225.
61. Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De Susenyos [Em Português], 31–34 speaks

only of Täklä Giyorgis’s rebellion and execution not of Adero Maryam’s.
62. Ludolf, History of Ethiopia, 343.
63. Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 225: “Capularis, inquiens,

senex erat, cui quoties diceretur puerum aliquem obiisse, placide
respondebat: Pueri molles sunt et delicati et cuilibet aurae penetrabiles,
nil mirum, si sit extinctus. Cum narraretur, iuvenem e medio sublatum,
dicebat: Iuvenes audaces sunt et temerarii, forsan hic se in suam mortem
praecipitavit. Si vero audiebat, senem aliquem traditum Libytinae, caput
manibus tundebat, crines velabat et genas unguibus inscribebat addens:
Vae mundo, vae pueris, vae adolescentibus. Omnes perierunt: nam mens,
ratio et consilium in solis senibus est. Ita vos, Teclae Gueorguis socios
extinctos audiistis, ipsumque suspendi vidistis et ora compressistis, nunc,
cum de foemina efferenda agitur, mussatis, perstrepitis et cornicamini.
Scitote igitur, illud lorum, quod abbatis Iacobi pedes praeligavit, satis
esse illi suculae (sic eam dicebat propter inconditam obesitatem) et aliis
consimilibus suspendendis.” Libytina was the Roman goddess who
presided over funerals. A similar account appears in Almeida, Historia
Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 30. Susənyos’s fable captured the imagination of
later authors, as Michael Geddes and James Bruce both report on it:
Geddes, Church-History of Ethiopia, 351; Bruce, Travels, Vol. 2, 369.
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64. “Molher diabolica que nunca quis receber nossa santa fé”; Beccari, ed.
Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 362. From Mendes’ annual letter of July 8,
1629. He also calls her pertinaci haeretica (obstinate heretic), Mendes,
Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 217.

65. “Trouxerão tambem preza Adarô irmã do alevantado firida na garganta,
pela qual tinha deitadas tantas blasfemias contra a santa fée” (they
brought [the corpse of] Adära Maryam in with an injured throat, the
same [throat] she had been using so many times to blaspheme against the
holy faith); Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 28. See a similar
passage in Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 224. He also
calls her “grande herege” (a great heretic, 20) and “grande inimigo”
(great enemy, 28).

66. Da Costa, “Introdução,” 46. Her name is also sometimes transliterated
Oanghelavit, Onghelavit, Onguelavit, Onguelavi, Vangelavit, or
Unguelavit in the Portuguese texts, and elsewhere as Wangelawit,
Wengelawit, Wengelewit, Wängélawit, and so on. She died in 1652.

67. Barradas, Tractatus (Raso Vol. 4), 46; Manoel de Almeida, Historia
Aethiopiae, ed. Camillo Beccari, Vol. 6, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores
Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX Curante (Rome: C. de Luigi,
1907), 340; Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 18, 25, 63–64,
101, 135, 169, 179, 243, 281, 318, 324; Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae
(Raso Vol. 8), 216, 286, 334–35, 337; Alphonso Mendes, Expeditionis
Aethiopicae, ed. Camillo Beccari, Vol. 9, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores
Occidentales Inediti a Saeculo XVI Ad XIX (Rome: Printed for C. de Luigi,
1909), 81, 156, 285, 335; Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 11), 480.
Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 218–19, 225.

68. From Mendes’ letter of May 9, 1633 from Fremona, Ethiopia, cited in da
Costa, “Introdução,” 49, and Beccari, ed., Notizia (Raso Vol. 1), 147.

69. Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 135. Mendes also says that her
name is not apt, because “non quidem Christi, sed Satanae” (not indeed
of Christ but of Satan [my translation]), Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae
(Raso Vol. 8), 216.

70. Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 243. Both also likened her to
the furies of Greek mythology. For instance, Almeida called her “megera
de Ethiopia,” 281.

71. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 225.
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72. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 218 n. 2; and Lobo, Itinerário, 425 n. 2.
73. Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 282; Almeida, Historia

Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 7), 135, 179.
74. Lobo, Itinerário, 425 n. 2, quoting Mendes, Informacao, folio 152.
75. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 218.
76. She was “favorecida da may, irmãos e sobretudo levada da afeição de hu

cunhado seu, chamado Ja Christos, a quem havia pouco morrera a
mulher’’ (a favorite of her mother, brothers, and (especially taken with
affection) her brother-in-law, called Ja Christos, whose wife had died [my
translation]); Lobo, Itinerário, 425 n. 2, quoting Mendes. See also the
translation in Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 218.

77. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 218–19.
78. Not just Lobo argues this. Mendes states that “Cum tamen apud Tigraeos

audiisset gliscere in dies uxoris impudentiam, . . . proco detulisse,
desperatione (cui nihil est invium) abreptus, ad rebellandum se proiecit”
(When, however, among the Təgray, he heard that the shamelessness of
his wife was blazing in those days, . . . he hurled himself, blown away by
despair [to whom no one is inaccessible], to rebelling [my translation]);
Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 216. Barradas states that
“Tecla Guerguis se rebellou, todo mundo sabe foi por amor da mulher
filha do Rey, que vivia como queria, e o pay, sabendoo e sendo requerido,
nao acudia como era rezao, e todos o sabiao” (Tecla Guerguis rebelled,
and it was known this was due to the love he had for his wife, the king’s
daughter, who was living loosely. Knowing and having been requested
about this several times, the father would not be of any help to him, as he
should have, and everybody was aware of it); Barradas, Tractatus (Raso
Vol. 4), 60.

79. Lobo, Itinerário, 477, n. 2, citing Mendes. “Imverbis” is probably a variant
for “inverbis.” In classical culture, an older (bearded) active male pursued
a younger (unbearded) passive male. The Portuguese Jesuits also claimed
that the Habesha patriarch had had sex with men: Philip Caraman, The
Lost Empire: The Story of the Jesuits in Ethiopia 1555–1634 (London:
Sidgwick and Jackson, 1985), 140. The seventeenth-century Jesuit priest
Barradas, who lived in Ethiopia, took another European author to task for
suggesting that sodomy was unknown in Ethiopia until the arrival of
some Italians; Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 183. It is worth noting that
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the Habesha Orthodox Church does not require celibacy of its
priests—most are married, except for the monks.

80. René-Marie-Joseph Basset, Etudes Sur L’histoire D’ethiopie (Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale, 1882), 129, 136.

81. Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De Susenyos [Em Gəʿəz], 298.
82. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 222–24.
83. Father Didacus de Mattos of the Jesuits in Ethiopia in a letter on June 2,

1621; Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 11), 480.
84. de Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso Vol. 6), 340; Mendes, Expeditionis

Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 334.
85. “Qual sempre procurou a perdição da fé”; Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae

(Raso Vol. 7), 324.
86. According to Thomas Barneto’s letter of March 16, 1627, reproduced in

Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 185. The husband’s name only
appears in Barneto’s letter, as Miserat Christos, which means “Arm of
Christ,” according to Lockhart and Da Costa. Lobo does not give his
name, but says he was a viceroy (däğğazmač) governing Šire, a district
west of Askum. See also Camillo Beccari, ed., Index Analyticus Totius
Operis, Vol. 15, Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti a
Saeculo XVI Ad XIX (Rome: C. de Luigi, 1917), 238; Lobo, Itinerário, trans.
Lockhart, 186, n. 1 and 2; Lobo, Itinerário, 385, n. 2.

87. Thomas Barneto: “a mais fina e obstinada herege que havia neste reino de
Tigré, tanto mais pertinas em seus erros, quanto prezumia de letrada e
fiava em sua nobreza e poder” in his letter of March 12, 1627,
reproduced in Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 185.

88. Habesha royal women during this period were able to read, as both the
Portuguese and Habesha accounts confirm. For instance, Gädlä Wälättä
P�əṭros has many scenes in which the women read alone or to each other
often in Anonymous, Vita Di Walatta Pietros, trans. Lanfranco Ricci
(Louvain: Secrétariat du Corpus SCO, Waversebaan, 1970), 59, 61,
66–67, 101, and 106. Likewise, Pedro Páez says “they do the same with
their daughters, for most lords have them learn not just to read but also
to understand Saint Paul and the Gospel, because all the Scripture is in a
very different language from the common one,” Páez, History of Ethiopia,
Vol. 2, 222.

89. Thomas Barneto’s letter of March 12, 1627, reproduced in Beccari, ed.,
Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 185–89.
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90. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 186.
91. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 186. She “had conceived an implacable

aversion both from us and the Roman Church”; Lobo and Le Grand,
Voyage, trans. Johnson, 57.

92. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 187.
93. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 57. Since locusts had

descended on the Ethiopian highlands when the Portuguese
arrived—“they had taken advantage of the calamity that happen’d the
year of our arrival,” Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 60—and
said that locusts would descend again if the Habesha converted because
the Jesuits were cursed by God. However, one of the Habesha says that
the priests told them that locusts would follow the Jesuits and when they
didn’t, he decided to convert to Roman Catholicism; Lobo, Itinerário,
trans. Lockhart, 191.

94. Da Costa summarizes Barradas as saying that in 1626, “fomos a Nuna,
mas as mulheres recusaram confessar-se por a mulher do vice-rei o nao
fazer” (we went to Nuna, but the women refused being confessed because
the viceroy’s wife was not doing so [my translation]); Lobo, Itinerário,
386, n. 2.

95. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 57. This language does not
appear in the original Lobo text.

96. “We heard great weeping and shouting by all the people, large and small,
which did not fail to disconcert us. . . . When I asked him [a guide] why
those people were weeping, he answered that it was because we were
going to preach to them.” Upon their arrival, the people were “receiving
us with little enthusiasm and avoiding us as if we were excommunicants”;
Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 188–89. The people in the next town
were even more hostile, and after “having several debates with some of
them, in which they displayed much ignorance, frightful malice, and
deadly hatred for the Catholic faith,” the Portuguese failed “to convert a
single one of them” (189).

97. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 186–89, 197; Lobo and Le Grand,
Voyage, trans. Johnson, 57–58, 61.

98. “We . . . hoped that her prejudice and obstinacy, however great, would in
time yield to the advice and example of her husband, and that her
conversion would have a great influence on the whole village”; Lobo and
Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 57–58.
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99. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 58. Lockhart translates Lobo
as saying, “the only result we obtained was to learn that she apparently
was not among those predestined for eternal life and also to justify her
damnation before God,” Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 187–88.

100. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 197.
101. Lobo, Itinerário, 387.
102. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 188. For the Portuguese original, see

Lobo, Itinerário, 387.
103. Lobo, Itinerário, 387; Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 188. An alternate

translation might be she “did not know how to propose, ask or question,
and answer,” but the more formal translation communicates the
seventeenth-century meaning better.

104. Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 186.
105. “Tendo já ido a suas terras cinco padres, que lhe deram várias batarias, e

o mesmo fizera o Patriarca, quando indo para a corte por ali passou, mas
com todos zombou sempre”; Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 185.

106. “No quarto dia veio ter aqui o padre Jerónimo Lobo a negócio, e
querendo-se tornar a foi visitar muito de madrugada pera se partir pera
Maygoga e a baptizou parece que por achá-la mais disposta e se não
perder a ocasião” (On the fourth day father Jerónimo Lobo arrived here,
on duty, and visited her at dawn, since he had to leave early to Maygoga,
and he baptized her. Apparently, said he, because she seemed more
predisposed and so he didn’t want to miss the opportunity); Beccari, ed.,
Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 186.

107. Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 187.
108. Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 187.
109. Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 12), 189.
110. “Que em fim Deus the abriu os olhos”; Almeida, Historia Aethiopiae (Raso

Vol. 7), 57. See also Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 9), 447.
111. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 169.
112. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 169.
113. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 247, n. 2. Her name is spelled Vald Saala

or even Oadeçalâ in the Portuguese texts and elsewhere as Waled Sa’ala.
She is his main wife, remaining after Susənyos set aside his other wives
and concubines to convert to Roman Catholicism. She bore him seven
children. Her throne name is Śəlṭan Mogäsa, not to be confused with
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Admas Mogäsa, Susənyos’s adoptive mother (ca. 1530–93), the wife of
the previous emperor, Minas; and mother of a previous emperor, Śärṣ́ä
Dəngəl. Interestingly, Páez says that Susənyos’s wife “is not of very high
blood”; Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 1, 178.

114. “haereticorum fautrices et occultatrices”; Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae
(Raso Vol. 8), 335.

115. Mendes, Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 8), 333–34. See also Mendes,
Expeditionis Aethiopicae (Raso Vol. 9), 242.

116. Anaïs Wion, Paradis Pour Une Reine: Le Monastère De Qoma Fasilädäs,
Ethiopie, Xviie Siècle (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2012).

117. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 92. See also Lobo, Itinerário,
trans. Lockhart, 247.

118. Lobo and Le Grand, Voyage, trans. Johnson, 92.
119. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 248.
120. Lobo, Itinerário, trans. Lockhart, 248.
121. Although it is interesting to note that the Yemeni embassy to Ethiopia in

the late 1640s also found their stone houses alighting mysteriously in the
night, al-Ḥasan ibn Aḥmad Ḥaymī, A Yemenite Embassy to Ethiopia,
1647–49, trans. Emericus Johannes van Donzel (Stuttgart, Germany:
Franz Steiner Wiesbaden, 1986), 171, 191.

122. Barradas, Tractatus (Raso Vol. 4), 71.
123. It is sometimes said that she was a servant or slave, but this seems to be a

misunderstanding of the term natural son in the chronicle. Sources that
said this: E. A. Wallis Budge, A History of Ethiopia, Nubia and Abyssinia
(According to the Hieroglyphic Inscriptions of Egypt and Nubia, and the
Ethiopian Chronicles) (London: Methuen, 1928); Caraman, Jesuits in
Ethiopia.

124. As excerpted in Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 242.
125. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 334.
126. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 334.
127. Anonymous, “Tarikä nägäśt (History of the Kings),” HMML Ms. 8053,

folios 83v–86r.
128. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 167–68, 183–84, 195–98.
129. Beccari, ed., Relationes (Raso Vol. 11), 206–12.
130. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 301–2.
131. Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 198.
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132. As excerpted and translated from Susənyos’s royal chronicle by Páez in
Páez, History of Ethiopia, Vol. 2, 252.

133. Anonymous, Acta S. Walatta Petros (in Ge’ez), 13.
134. J. M. Harden, An Introduction to Ethiopic Christian Literature (London:

Macmillan Co, 1926), chapter 7.
135. See Kinefe-Rigb Zelleke, “Bibliography of the Ethiopic Hagiographic

Traditions,” Journal of Ethiopian Studies 13, no. 2 (July 1975) 57–102,
although this list of Habesha hagiographies is no longer comprehensive.
At least 12 Ethiopian orthodox female saints are revered, but so far only
six of these saints appear to have hagiographies. See Selamawit Mecca,
“Hagiographies of Ethiopian Female Saints: With Special Refeence to
Gädlä Krestos Sämra and Gädlä Feqertä Krestos,” Journal of African
Cultural Studies 18, no. 2 (2006): 153–67.

136. Anonymous, Gädlä Fəqərtä Krəstos (the Life and Struggles of Fəqərtä Krəstos:
In the Original Ge’ez and Translated into Amharic), trans. Mäl’akä Gännät
Mənasse Zälläqä (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: Tənśa’e zä-guba’e 2002). Her
birth name was Maryam Ṣädala (meaning St. Mary Is Her Halo), her
ordinary name was Muzit, and after she became a nun, she was also
called Fəqərtä Krəstos and əmmä Məʿuz. Regarding her, see also Denis
Nosnitsin, “Fəqərtä Krəstos,” in Encyclopaedia Aethiopica: D-Ha, ed.
Siegbert Uhlig (Wiesbaden, Germany: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2005)
521–22. Although a Fəqərtä Krəstos is mentioned in Gädlä Wälättä P�eṭros,
it is probably not this saint as the stories do not match and the husband’s
name is different; Anonymous, Acta S. Walatta Petros (in Ge’ez), 107.

137. Selamawit Mecca heard this anecdote while conducting research on
Habesha female saints at Šänkorä Giyorgis’s monastery in Anbäsami,
South Gondar, Ethiopia, in February 2010.

138. Regarding the dating of the text, see Claire Bosc-Tiessé, “Creating an
Iconographic Cycle: The Manuscript of the Acts of Wälättä P�əṭros and the
Emergence of Qwäraṭa as a Place of Asylum,” in Fifteenth International
Conference of Ethiopian Studies, ed. Siegbert Uhlig (Hamburg, Germany:
Harrassowitz, 2003), 409.

139. A Gəʿəz edition and an Italian translation are available. An English
translation is forthcoming: Anonymous, Life of Walatta Petros, trans.
Kleiner. All English translations are from this text, given without page
numbers but rather a reference in the text to the page from the Gəʿəz
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edition. Her name has also been transcribed as Wallatta/ Walatta/
Wallata/ Walete/ Waleta/ Walleta/ Waletta plus Petros/ Pietros/ Petrus/
and so on.

140. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 141; Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De
Susenyos [Em Português], 133 calling her “fille de Dadqet de Gadama
Quarasa” (woman of the Dadqet of the monastery at Qʷäraṭa).

141. Translated from Anonymous, Acta S. Walatta Petros (in Ge’ez), 45.
142. Anonymous, Acta S. Walatta Petros (in Ge’ez), 77.
143. Since there were several important nobles with this name during this

period, it is difficult to identify which is which in the Portuguese texts.
Regarding Mälkə’ä Krəstos’s role, see Takla Sellase “Tinno,” Chronica De
Susenyos [Em Português], 309 n.

144. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 141.
145. See also Sevir Chernetsov, “Blatten Geta,” in Encyclopaedia Aethiopica:

A-C, ed. Siegbert Uhlig (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2003), 595–96.
146. Barradas, Do Regno De Tigre, 141.
147. Balthazar Tellez and Manoel de Almeida, Historia Geral De Etiopia-a-Alta,

Pelo Padre Baltazar Teles, Edicoes Abreviadas De Classicos Portugueses
(Porto: Livraria Escolar “Progredior,” 1936), cited in Takla Sellase
“Tinno,” Chronica De Susenyos [Em Português], Vol. 2, 420 n.

148. Anjali Arondekar, For the Record: On Sexuality and the Colonial Archive in
India (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009), 6.
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